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Lingohack
Tackling food waste and obesity
The story…
Tackling food waste and obesity
Learn language related to…
food excess and waste
Need-to-know language
leftover – remaining after the rest has been used or eaten
piling up – (here) creating a pile of food by adding more
stale – old and no longer fresh or good to eat
culinary – connected to cooking or kitchens
loading up – gathering a large amount of something on or in one place
Answer this…
What do both the hotel and the UN wish to do by 2030?
Watch the video online
http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningenglish/english/features/lingohack/ep-190320
Transcript
This hotel in Tromso, is trying to halve its food waste. But how?
Let's start with these smoothie shots. These are made from yesterday's leftover fruit.
Then, crafty tricks to nudge people into taking less, like skinny tweezers to stop you piling
up the salmon. Or little spoons to serve the herring. Another idea, instead of guests taking
a big melon slice and leaving some, the staff dice it. So you take precisely what you want.
Linn Alexandersen, Thon Hotel Polar, Tromso
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Many people load onto their plates so they don't have to go multiple times. We're able to
make people think about how they put food on their plate, and how much they bring to the
table to make sure that they eat it all.
Another trick is to keep food looking fresh. As a serving dish empties, guests assume the
remains are stale. So why not switch the food into a smaller dish? Then again, so it still
looks fresh and it all gets eaten.
Ideas like this have cut food waste almost 10% in a year for this chain. The target is 20% by
2020, and then 50% by 2030 - the same as the UN target.
The chef weighs the daily waste. So far, the policy has saved the hotel chain 26 tonnes of
carbon dioxide emissions. And there’s a bonus.
Linn Alexandersen, Thon Hotel Polar, Tromso
We're also making money of it, which is really a positive side effect by reducing food waste.
So, how do guests respond to this culinary nanny state?
Female guest
[I] think it's a very good thing. I feel that it helps the environment, but it also helps myself to
not gain – what do you call it? - weight that I don't need.
There is no ban on loading up your plate here, but you'd better not leave it.
Did you get it?
What do both the hotel and the UN wish to do by 2030?
They both wish to reduce food waste by 50%.
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